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FM)and The Dolphin (1090
AM) both said Thursday
that their operators are
poised to sign a public

radio agreement, which
would give Clear Channel

Communications Inc.
ownership of the stations.
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Neither station, which
have been owned by

Harvard University, the
college's radio station,
WGBH-FM, since 1984,

confirmed the plans. The
announcement marks the
culmination of a series of
complicated deals that
have kept the two radio

stations and four TV
stations at the center of a

legal, financial and
management dispute
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involving Clear Channel
and Harvard. ''I don't know
what the future will bring,''

said Peter Lombardi,
president and chief

executive of WGBH. ''My
assumption is that the
Harvard public radio

stations will continue to be
privately held, and I will
continue to run them.''
''We will be in public

hands,'' said John
Chandler, who owns the
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radio stations. The
pending acquisition of the

radio stations was
announced in January,

when Harvard officials said
they had reached a deal
with the company, which

operates such radio
stations as WXKS in
Boston and WJOX in

Harrisburg, Pa. The deal,
which was struck for $69.1

million, gave Clear
Channel control of three
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radio stations in the
Boston area and a

television station that
Harvard owns in

Providence. Harvard's
radio and TV stations and

WGBH, a public radio
station, had been owned

by the college since 1984.
Harvard had leased the

radio stations and WGBH
for millions of dollars. The
three radio stations will be
operated by the college's
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radio station. WGBH, a
public radio station, will

retain its financial interest
in the stations, while

Harvard will retain the
management of the

stations. Harvard's radio
stations and WGBH will be
allowed to remain under

public ownership for three
years. After that, the

college will be free to sell
the stations to anyone it
chooses. Harvard officials
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have said that their
interest lies in the

stations' educational
mission, not in making
money.Put This On "Put

This On" is a song written
by Bryan Kennedy and
Simon Toussaint, and
recorded by American

country music group The
Oak Ridge Boys. It was
released in July 1994 as
the second single from
their album That's the
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email communications. Now I get a letter and get cut off so I don't

know what her objections are. I just don't know what's going on. Does
the agreement have anything to do with this? It's a huge long story - -

none of which I believe she wanted me to know - - but I'd like to at
least hear what she is saying. Kathleen From: "Alicia Goodrow" To:

Subject: Security Agreement Date: Wed, 15 Oct 2001 14:44:24 -0700
Kathleen, I just wanted to make sure you knew that I have been

working on your Security Agreement until about 8:30 today. I know
you said you would call me but you did not. I am sorry that you got

cut off but I have not talked to anyone and don't know what she was
talking about. If you would email me that information (name, phone

number, fax, etc.) that I can call her for you. -- Alicia Goodrow
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